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Offshore drilling is commonly performed with a floating structure (drillship, semi-submersible) and top-

tensioned drilling riser system. A central consideration in determining operational uptime and wellhead 

integrity is the drag force experienced by the drilling riser when exposed to hydrodynamic loading. Drag 

forces are calculated in a global riser analysis through specification of drag coefficients (Cd). The Cd 

coefficient is conventionally determined by treating riser joints as bare cylinders as specified in DNV-RP-

C205. This may not be accurate because the riser slick joint has a complex cross section consisting of the 

main drillpipe and smaller auxiliary lines. Selection of an artificially large coefficient may not be 

conservative as the Cd coefficient not only affects drag, but also hydrodynamic excitation and damping 

which affects Vortex-Induced Vibrations (VIV) behavior.  

This work aims to determine more representative CD coefficients using OpenFOAM. The models are 

created using gmsh, an open-source finite element mesh generator. Validation of the model is 

performed based on a 2-dimensional flow past a cylinder. For the range of Re 0.1 to Re 103 and Re 104 to 

107, icoFoam and simpleFoam are used respectively. The CD coefficient calculated from these 

simulations were compared against literature and showed good agreement. 

Following this, a 2-dimensional representation of the detailed drilling riser cross section is then created. 

The average drag force is determined by subjecting the riser to various flow angles of attack across the 

360 degrees range in the interested turbulent flow regime (Re 1e4 – 1e7). From the averaged drag 

forces, Re-dependent Cd coefficients are calculated. This methodology is applicable for different riser 

joints, including those with fairings and strakes. 

The application of accurate drag coefficients can result in more representative riser motion and loads. 

The benefit is potentially increasing vessel and operations uptime, and accurately calculating fatigue life. 

Ultimately, this enables drilling operators and their stakeholders to make better-informed decisions on 

their offshore operations. This work was made possible through funding by the Wood Group Kenny 

Research and Development Initiative. 

 

 


